STUDENT POLICE CADET’s UNIFORM

SHIRT

1. The shirt will be Half sleeve of khaki color with khaki Rib (2 inches) at the end of both the sleeves which shall be held by Khaki Loop tucked in a khaki button.

2. There shall be two Khaki colored shoulder flaps and the outer edge of the shoulder flap shall be tucked in a Khaki Button.

3. The SPC Insignia should be affixed in the centre of the left sleeve.

4. An Arch shaped Blue Badge 2” * ¾” size, with letters “Student Police Cadet” in white colour, encompassed by Blue color, should be affixed on Right sleeve at identical position with Left sleeve.
5. There shall be two box shape pockets on either side of the chest with flaps, which should be closed by a single khaki button.

6. The blue colour single lanyard with whistle on its end will be part of the uniform and the whistle will be inserted inside the left pocket.

7. The Nameplate would be on Black background with name written in English, white in colour would be affixed in a centre position just above the right pocket.

8. The Buttons, Khaki color for the shirt shall be five in number except collar Button.

9. An SPC Patch with Loop in the backside of the shirt.
PANTS

1. The Pants will be of Kakhi colour with 3 Belt loops.

2. The pant shall be Bottom folding (1/2 inches).

3. Two side pockets.

BELT

1. The belt will be in black colour, Nylon make with Silver Runner.

CAP

1. The cap will be Blue Barrette cap model, SPC emblem in the centre of 4.5 cm proportion in size.

SHOES & SOCKS

1. The shoes will be black coloured DM Boot.

2. The Socks will be of Khakhi colour.